Hello Family and Friends,
We want to share some exciting news with you, something we have been praying about for
years now. As many of you may already know, we love serving as a family and have a deeprooted passion for the mission field both within our community as well as overseas. This broken
world weighs heavily on our hearts and so we see the need to pursue this passion fulltime. Over
the past several months, doors have been opened allowing this to be a possibility, so we are
being faithful and walking through them.
You see, we were introduced to TWR (Trans World Radio) several months ago. We were so
encouraged by the amazing work they are doing to get the good news of Jesus out to BILLIONS
of people who have never heard. They are doing this by means of high-powered radio
broadcasts, portable media devices, satellite delivery, and streaming online in 190 countries and
over 230 languages. What we love most is these broadcasts reach people right where they are,
overcoming political and cultural barriers, giving hope to the persecuted and encouraging the
faithful. So, what does that mean? Maybe it’s best said through the eyes and ears of our sixyear-old, Cora: "We are moving so my dad can tell more people about Jesus!"
That's right, we are going to be moving to Guam, and serving as full time missionaries with
TWR. From Guam, the reach is extensive and the need is great. Its location allows TWR to
broadcast across Asia and the Pacific including China, Japan, North Korea, Vietnam, Myanmar,
India, Russia, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and so many more. These broadcasts become
the voice of hope, mercy, and grace in a region suffering from continuous battles with tsunamis,
earthquakes, poverty, heavy drug trade and an abundance of human trafficking. Many of these
areas are considered unreachable by traditional means but can be reached with radio. Cody will
be using his skillset working alongside the team on Guam to help maintain the towers,
antennas, and broadcasting equipment to ensure biblical truth continues to be broadcasted on a
daily basis. Chelesse will continue as a stay-at-home mom, helping the kids acclimate to a new
community, new culture, and new friends. And of course she will be loving on our new
neighbors and surrounding community to build deep, lasting relationships.

At this time we have a lot of work ahead of us before we depart. We will have an abundance of
training, including an interpersonal skills workshop and one focused on cross-cultural transition
and language acquisition. This is all to ensure we have a strong foundation for effectiveness
and endurance. Additionally, we will be building a ministry partnership team of people
committed to partnering with us in this ministry through encouragement, prayer, and monthly

financial giving. Once we have completed our training and have established our support, we will
be liquidating many of our things to finalize our transition overseas.
Although some of this may come as a surprise to you, we hope you see the impact these efforts
will be making, not by anything we are doing but what the Lord is doing through us. We want to
thank you so much for your friendship, love, and support! We look forward to being in touch with
you in the weeks ahead with more details and how you can join with us. If you have any
questions or would like to have a conversation, we would love to hear from you. Feel free to call,
text, or email.
Many blessings,
Cody, Chelesse, Cecilya (13), Chamberlyn (11), Cora (6), and Camrie (3)

